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The Council of State Science Supervisors and Flinn Scientific 
Collaborate to Support Safe Practices in Science Classrooms 

 
Newly updated Council of State Science Supervisors safety documents for 
elementary, middle, and high school educators are now available as free 

digital downloads 
 

Batavia, Illinois, June 23, 2021 — The Council of State Science Supervisors (CSSS) and 

Flinn Scientific, a flagship provider of science lab materials and safety and STEM solutions 

for the K-16 education market, collaborated to support science safety by updating three 

safety manuals – Elementary Science Safety K-8; Elementary STEM & Tool Safety K-8; 

and High School Science Safety. These resources are available online and as free digital 

downloads. 

 

“Lab safety is of paramount importance. Whether students are making sense of 

phenomena or designing solutions in a classroom, laboratory, or in the community, 

educators need to be proactive in ensuring everyone’s safety,” said Michael Heinz, 

President of CSSS. “With the input and expertise of Flinn Scientific and its safety 

professionals, updated safety manuals offer insights that instructional leaders and 

educators can use to be proactive in thinking about, and planning for, safe investigations 

and solving design challenges.” 

 

The manuals provide easily accessible, concise safety guidance on topics such as safe 
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operating procedures, accident prevention, chemical waste management, and personal 

protective equipment. 

 
“The new CSSS manuals provide a critical guiding resource when it comes to having 

science educators understand laboratory safety,” said Michael Lavelle, CEO of Flinn 

Scientific.  

 

To learn more about the new CSSS safety manuals and to download copies, visit 

www.COSSS.org or https://www.flinnsci.com/cosss/.  

 

About the Council of State Science Supervisors 

CSSS is the only professional science organization whose members have direct 

accountability to the government agencies given the constitutional authority for education. 

Within their own jurisdictions, each of these supervisors plays a key role in directing efforts 

at improving school science and to ensure excellence and equity in science education. 

 

About Flinn Scientific 

Flinn Scientific supports STEM/STEAM educators in opening young minds to the 

challenges and joys of scientific discovery and the design thinking process. The leader in 

science education and lab supplies and safety, Flinn Scientific also provides learning 

systems and professional development that incorporate differentiated digital experiences 

with hands-on learning grounded in the real-world to help all students think critically, 

explore like scientists and engineers, and solve problems creatively so they are ready for 

college and careers in an increasingly technology-driven world.  
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